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The problem of drug addiction treatment remains an important problem of society and is subject to advanced research. Discovery of mechanisms driving process of drug addiction seems to be an obvious step on the way to problem solution. Majority of researchers’ attention seems to be paid for brain disease model of drug addiction. We suggest, that parallel to studies centered on brain disease model, more attention should be paid to research addressed to the key role of psychosocial factors and stress in emergence and further progressing of drug addiction (Ruisoto & Contador, 2019).

However, a broad and comprehensive perspective is needed in order to bring closer the labor of researchers and therapists. In this sense, the “integration of neuroscience with multiple disciplines (cognition, behavior and contextual in-fluences) holds potential to create new avenues for the application of process-oriented interventions and guidelines for clinical psychological practice” (De Raedt, 2020, p. 35).

In this editorial, using a neuroscientific approach, we highlight main matters of concern of currently ongoing research in relation to addiction and stress and point to possible future research directions which could bring valuable contribution in our knowledge about addictions.

Based on three comprehensive up-to-date review articles (Andersen, 2019; Koob & Schulkin, 2019; Ruisoto & Contador, 2019) addressing a contribution of stress in vulnerability to drug addiction and its development, we claim that the role of stress is multi-levelled. Stress seems to be an important factor both for vulnerability to onset, development, risk of relapse and treatment of addiction and, should be considered as impacting all stages of addiction (binge/intoxication, withdrawal/negative affect, preoccupation/anticipation).

Thus, it has been suggested recently (Koob & Schulkin, 2019) that question of stress in drug addiction fits with an allostatic model and should be considered with regard to this model. Allostasis is a term proposed over 30 years, however its meaning is still subject to discussion (Schulkin & Sterling, 2019). Allostasis is usually presented as a way of achieving stability through change (McEwen & Wingfield, 2003). In contrast to homeostasis, specified by negative feedback, allostatic functioning is based on feed-forward mechanisms (Koob & Schulkin, 2019). In terms of stress, allostasis could be described as an “adaptation in the face of potentially stressful challenges” (McEwen, 1998, p. 33) which “… involves activation of neural, neuroendocrine and neuroendocrine-immune mechanisms (McEwen, 1998, p. 33). Following allostatic model, Koob and Schulkin (2019) suggest, that stress is supposed to create an emotional allostatic load and allostatic state, what eventually leads to pathological dysregulation of motivational neurocircuits and addiction. Authors claim, that allostatic changes strongly influence the hedonic reward systems to drive compulsive drug seeking via the construct of nega-
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Accelerated age of drug use onset and also higher vulnerability to drug dependence. Earlier onset of drug abuse correlates with long-lasting addiction (Andersen, 2019). Therefore, as recently it has been stated from a preventive point of view, there is a need to reinforce family prevention in general and the role of parents in particular (Rial et al., 2019). As mentioned by Ruisoto and Contador (2019), developing brains are more vulnerable to the toxic effects of exposure to stress hormones associated with practically every form of stress experiences – beginning from both psychological and physical abuse, through neglect and poverty to major sources of the allostatic load. Such experiences lead to long-term changes in brain.

Understanding of influence of stress occurring in early life (not only during adulthood or adolescence) on vulnerability to addiction onset, prior to emergence of symptoms, seems to be crucial in context of effective prevention.

Elucidation of how experience of stress influences future vulnerability to drug abuse and addiction, with regard to time of emergence of stress, its intensity and duration, remains a challenge and should be subject to further long-lasting research. Future investigations focused on correlation between stress and drug addiction, should have regard to factors such a time of occurrence, duration and type of stressor, as well as sensitive period, age and gender.

Following cases of elevated neuroimmune function in individuals with an addiction, Andersen (2019) proposed an idea of potentially pre-existing condition of inflammation, being result of early life stress exposure, and its impact on drug addiction vulnerability (Andersen, 2019; Frank, Watkins & Maier, 2017). Mentioned article covers also subject of sensitive periods and their relationship to addiction, suggesting need of extensive studies exploring changes undergoing in brain neurochemistry (especially PV, BDNF and its receptor TrkB, and glutamate) while exposure to stress during sensitive periods should be taken into consideration (Andersen, 2019). Full understanding of mentioned changes would be helpful for development of specific treatment.

Different approaches of prevention are proposed (Andersen, 2019), including both existing as well novel pharmacotherapies, applied prior to emergence of symptoms. Suggestions of treatment applied before occurrence of
symptoms are reduction of, recalled above, inflammation, and actions aimed to reduce glutamate activity or increase GABA/PV and/or BDNF level (Andersen, 2019). The key aspect of future studies seems to be proper timing of intervention. Noticing that early postnatal stress experience has occurred and application of immediate prevention treatment without waiting for development of potential addiction may be the case for effective counteracting. In this sense, another key point for addiction prevention in frames of early stress life experience seems to be social buffering expressed by parental care (especially in childhood) and peer support (particularly in adolescence) (Andersen, 2019).

In conclusion, addiction research should take into account aspect of stress experiences in different ways, having regard to:

- allostatic model of drug addiction,
- role of CRF in regard to stress and vulnerability to addiction,
- deliberative translation of animal studies to human beings, especially, considering role of psychosocial factors and individual differences,
- impact of stress on drug-addiction and other (behavioral) addictions,
- studies on the long-term brain changes affected by stress aimed to improve effectiveness of drug addict’s treatment,
- early stress experience in prenatal and postnatal life and its effect on vulnerability to addiction onset,
- and proper timing of intervention depending on the moment of stress exposure.

Therefore, the impact of stress on drug addiction is certainly a complicated issue, implicating both physical (brain disease) and psychosocial factors leading to occurrence of addiction, its development and relapse. An interdisciplinary research, making use of the advances of neuroscience, concerning different aspects of the problem, seems to be a promising approach. A proper understanding of the mechanisms driving to addiction is crucial for wellbeing of society, enabling correction of existing social policies.
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